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IMPROVEMENT IN VISES, 

Oh Schenwie referteù fo in tese ge?ters atentamù nYuking patt of the Sante, 

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: , ! 
i Beit known that I, SAMUELDARLING, of Bangor, Maine, have invented an Improved Device for an Attach 

ment to the Levers or Handles of Vises, to hold thesame in position; and Ido hereby declare that the following, 
taken in connection with the drawings which accompany and form part of this specification, is a description of 
my invention sufficient to enable those skilled in the art to practise it. - 

The handles or levers which pass through the heads of vise-screws, for the purpose of opening and closing 
the vise by turning the screw, are at liberty, as usually constructed, to slide freely in the vise-head. This 
freedom of motion is desirable, for the purpose of varying the leverage; but, if it slide too freely, the handle 
is not only likely, when suddenly released by the workman, to drop quickly, and so endanger his fingers, but 
this sudden mötion also frequently, by reason of the weight and change of position, and the jarring produced 
by the handle, loosensor tightens, beyond the degree required, the hold of the vise upon the article held, so 
that, if it be small, it is apt to drop to the floor, arid, if it be of comparatively soft material, it is apt, by too 
great pressure, to be compressed out of itstrue shape. - - 

Toremedy these and similar defects, and to avoid Suchannoyances, somewhat expensive contrivances nave 
been adopted in the original manufacture of vises, but which would be almost impracticable if sought to be 
applied by a workman to his common form of vise already in use upon his work-bench. V 

One of these contrivances consists, in the cutting, by a very difficult and costly process, of an oblong space 
within the head of the vise-screw, and in line with the bore through which the handle passes, and connecting 
with the same. An arched piece of metal, servingto act as a spring, bears against one of the walls of this 
oblong chamber, and also against the handle, to hold it with sufficient force to prevent its sliding, Such a pro 
visionis costly, difficult to be made, has no mode of adjusting the pressure to meet the wear, and cannot be 
readily applied, at short notice, to any common vise. , 

i Another mode has been devised, by which the same end is accomplished, but with a provision for adjust 
ment, and is as follows: A hole is drilled in the head of the vise-screw, and in line with its axis, and communi 
cating with the cross-opening in which the handle plays. Within this hole is placed a washer or piece, bearing 
upon the handle; and a screw is fitted in the hole, a spring being interposed between the washer and this screw. 
The screw affords the means for adjusting the pressure of the washer upon the handle. 

Whilst this mode is preferable to the first-mentioned, being simpler, and under control, yet it has, in com 
mon with it, the great disadvantage of not being applicableto the common vises in every-day use in machine 
shops, without the expénditure of much time, labor, and expense. Both these plans require cavities to be made 
in the head of the vise-screw. It is, therefore, important to avoid this labor, and provide a means for attaining 
the same end without altering either the vise-screw Orits handle, and to hold the handle by devices which act 
-upon it entirely outside of the head of the screw. v M 

I will now proceed to describe my appliance for this purpose. » 
Figure 1 represents a vise-screw, arid its ordinary handle or lever, with my improvement applied thereto. 
Figure 2 represents an end view of my novel device, exhibiting the two parts which grasp the lever, and 

one of the screws which connect them. . M 
Figure 8 represents another method of accomplishing the same object by means of a single spring, which 

pulls or draws against the handle. 
Figure 4 is a view of said spring and its hooked endsbefore being bent and applied to the handle. 
A is the head of the vise-screw, B its handle, of ordinary construction, and C my novel device. This 

device is composed of two parts, 1 and 2, held together, when placed on the handle, by screws, as shown. The 
thicker of the parts 12, preferto make of malleable iron, and the thinner one I preferto punch out of steel, 
and then form it in a press. I construct each piece of Such forn that it may span halfaround the screw-head, 
and with its ends so bent that each may nearly half span the lever. The two pieces, being then laid face to 
faces, should coincide in their outlines, except that their curved ends curve in directions opposite each other, so 
as to form nearly, a ring or band, to envelope the handle on each side of and close up to the screw-head. The 
two pieces, being first screwtapped for the purpose, are then held &ogetherby screws with sufficient tightness 
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to grasp the handle, so that it may not loosely slide therein, The screws also allow the parts to be tightened, 
as may be necessary, to meet anywear. 

The simplicity and cheapness and perfect efficiency of this contrivance can hardly be over-estimated. 
They can be made rapidly, applied to any vise in a few minutes, at a trifting expense. Neither of the other 
appliances above first described can be adopted in an old vise without incurring greater labor and expense than 
the improvement will warrant. With my plan, however, my device may be constructed as an independent article 
of manufacture, adapted in size to all the known sizes of vises, so that from any part of the world they maybe 
ordered, and the order filled, by simply sending the size of the screw-head and lever. 

Another very simple form for effecting the same end, but not so practicable, would be to wind a piece of 
wire around the handle on one side of the screw-head, and then carry it across the head, and wind it around the 
handle on the opposite side. - - , 

It is evident that other metals, as well as malleable iron and sheet steel, may be used to make my new 
improvement. N 

It will be observed that all the pressure exerted by my apparatus, above described, is expended upon the 
lever, and not, as in the other cases, partly upon the lever and party upon the screw-head; and, further, my 
device is entirely outside of the head, whilst the previously-known contrivances are entirely within it. 
- Another advantage incident to my device is that its size, form, and weight are such that it may be con 
veniently transmitted by mail, in an envelope, to any part of the country, and at cheap postage-rates, being all 
ready when received to be immediately applied touse. 

In the modification shown in figs. 3 and 4, (but which is not so desirable as the mode of construction shown 
in figs. 1 and 2.) I émploya, flat spring, both ends of which are made of hook-form, as shown; and it is applied 
to the vise-handle by bending it around the screw-head, and hooking each of the hooks to the handie, one on 
either side of the head. The 3pring should beso formed that its centre shall touch or bear upon the head, and 
thus produce the necessary pressure upon the handle; or this spring may be made to press upon the handle by 
a bolt passing through the spring and screwing into the head, or by a set-screw passing through the spring as a 
nut, and pressing against the head. . - 

Another modification would beto attach a ring to the handle on each side of the head, with sufficient spring 
or friction to hold the handle in any given position, and yet capable of being slidden upon the handle, as occa 
sion may require. - 

Instead of making the device C with two clasping-ends, as in figure, it may be made with one only, so as 
to grasp the handle at one side only of the scréw-head. In such case it would extend only a little beyond the 
tip of the screw-head, and would be held and adjusted thereby a screw entering the head at its axis. 

The flat-spring modification, instead of having two hooked ends, as in fig. 4, may have a hole in each end, 
through which the handle may be passed. Its action will be about the same. 

I claim a vise-handle holder, constructed and to be applied to the handle substantially as and for the pur 
pose described. A - 

SAMUEL DARTTING, 
Witnesses: 

JoHN E. HALE, 
I ALBERT W. PAINE. 

  


